
KDNK Board Meeting 
July 17, 2023


In Attendance: Raleigh, Ela, Caleb, Erin, Johnathan S., Kara

Public: Megan, Chris, Muimmer


Call to order 

Review and approve previous meeting minutes: 

- Meeting minutes for 7/17 will be reviewed at the next meeting to give board members 
additional time to review minutes. 


Update from Megan:  

- The 2022 and 2021 audits are completed. 

- Weigel will be ending their rental contract. Raleigh is willing to reach out to Weigel in regards 

to extending their rental contract. 

- Carpet in Cody’s office and ANDYZINCA offices needs to be torn up and replaced. 

- With KDNK’s current budget, Megan is not comfortable with now being the time to hire on 

new staff. 

- Payroll and NPR have been the main line item increases over the past few years. 

- Increasing grants and underwriting are two ways to increasing station revenue. 

- KDNK’s site is hosted on NPR. If NPR is cut, the station would need to migrate its site to a 

new host. Mat McBriar is a possible contact for an alternative host for the website. 

- Cutting NPR can be viewed as a deeper partnership with Aspen Public Radio.


Finance Committee Updates 

- An underwriter can be instated as a commissioned position or even a potentially full time 
position. 


- Could Aly possibly take up grants when events are not ongoing?

- Hiring on or taking up an Underwriter would require looking into current station finances.  

KDNK’s two Covid Relief grants combined for a total $270k. $150k is currently in a housing 
account for employees. $120k in additional funds is in the checking account and can be 
used for immediate capital needs. 


- KDNK is projected to finish 2023 at an estimated $88k over its budget. 

- Underwriting has dropped off significantly. 

- Per Raleigh, KDNK has ARPA funds. 

- KDNK does not have a separate quick books account for NPR. Currently, $45k is budgeted 

for NPR this year (2023). 




- When should KDNK go public about what has happened with Brown paper tickets? It is 
something important to share. 


HR Committee Updates 

- Megan has questions regarding what is sustainable with her current workload. She is putting 
in approximately 37 - 51 hours per week. 


- Megan has mentioned that the board should continue to look into hiring a formal station 
manager. 


- Per Raleigh, the board can pursue opportunities to lighten the station manager work load. 
Additionally, the board can begin a campaign to solicit donations. 


- The burst pipes pose a health hazard and need to be addressed urgently. 

- ACTION: Pay 30k to repair the pipes. AZYEP should be asked about contributing to paying 

for the pipes. Motioned by Ela. Seconded by Jonathan. UNANIMOUS. 

- This presents an opportunity to see if a kitchen sink can be installed while repairs are being 

carried out on the pipes. 

- Diego may be able to be contacted about tearing up carpet. Volunteers can also be 

contacted to assist in removing carpet.


Events Updates 

- The Membership drive typically lasts ten days. Per Megan, all board members should take a 
shift in making calls to raise money for KDNK. 


- KDNK could possibly host a phone banking party. Creative ideas are needed to start raising 
money for the station. 


- KDNK does not currently have a bookkeeper for the station. 


Programming Updates 

- BBC could be looked into as a possible addition to KDNK. 

- KDNK pays approximately $10k per year for 5 shows from NPR, which comes out to $2.5k 

per show, per year. 

- Per Raleigh, we should call a CB meeting regarding programming and be honest with 

membership.


Tech Committee Updates 

- Per Caleb, the hard drive on the DAC is going bad, however, it is currently still operational. 


Brown Paper Tickets 



- Per Raleigh, the station should consider going public about Brown Paper Tickets not paying 
KDNK. 


- Ela says she can research how to pursue a small claims against Brown Paper Tickets. KDNK 
can contact Alpine Legal Services to help look into this. 


- Aly has served BPB a notice. It is currently unknown if further legal action has been taken. 

- KDNK can reach out to the town of Carbondale regarding available grants or funding for 

installing a solar structures. Chris says that he is willing to bring this up to the town 
environmental board. 


- Quorum was lost at 7.21 PM with the departure of Ela. 

- Discussion was held regarding possible future actions to officially change audits into a yearly 

action. 

- Discussion was held regarding the board gearing up for the annual meeting in November. 

This includes changing bylaws and voting in new board members. 


Meeting Adjourned.  


